ONBOARDING Solution Quick Reference
In-Person Witness Using Preparers/Translators OTHER
THAN the Dept. HR Representative
Your new hire has reported to work on their designated start date. They have brought with
them translators to assist in the signing ceremony. You need to initiate the signing ceremony
for the Oath and Patent and I-9 Form.
Log on to the ONBOARDING Solution environment: https://crm.ucsd.edu/hr
Choose “View Existing Onboardings” and find the name of the new hire. Click the “Signing
Ceremony” button.
You are taken to a screen that asks if the new hire changed their start date after accepting the
offer. This allows for the start date to be amended within the ONBOARDING Solution, rather
than the paper Amended Offer Letter process, which was done outside the Solution.

If the start date was not changed, simply click No, then Submit and the Signing Ceremony
commences as before. If, however, the start date did change, clicking yes opens a screen that
explains when and how you will update the new hire’s paperwork with the new start date (after
the Oath & Patent).
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Click Submit. The following screen opens. Read the instructions on the screen and click “Begin
Signing”.
The above screen is shown for demonstration purposes only. For this tutorial, we have
selected No to the question about the start date change.

The new hire signs the form as prompted.
The HR Representative is then prompted to counter-sign as a witness to the Oath/Patent.

Once the HR Representative has signed the Oath/Patent, the following screen opens:
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Click Continue, and the I-9 entry screen opens.
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The new hire completes the necessary data entry and signs the forms as promoted by the tool.
Please remember that all red fields are required fields.
If the Preparer/Translator is someone OTHER THAN the Department HR Representative
(Initiator or Super User), the following process must be followed:

New hire chooses number
of Translators
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If multiple preparer/translators were used, the employee should select the correct number
from the drop down selection above.
If the preparer/translator was someone OTHER THAN the Department HR Representative, the
Department HR Representative will need to provide the preparer/translators with a paper
copy of the I-9 Supplement Form. Print the form and provide it to them to complete and sign.
Once this form is complete:




The Department HR Representative should call Central Human Resources (534-0286)
and request a Transaction ID.
This ID number should be written on the Supplement Form
The completed form is sent to Payroll for scanning, indexing & attaching to the new
hire’s electronic ONBOARDING record.

Once the new hire has completed their portion, the Initiator is prompted to take back the
mouse and the rest of the Witness Ceremony proceeds as usual.

Please pay special attention to the instructions highlighted in yellow. Click the Continue button.
The forms open again, complete with the new hire’s signature. You enter the data that is
necessary (red fields), paying special attention to Section 2 of the I-9. Acceptable identification
documents can be found here. You must complete Section 2.
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Please refer
to employee
selection (1-4)
on previous
page.

For Citizenship/Immigration Status, please see Employee selection (1-4) on previous page.

Once you have entered the necessary information, verified and witnessed the new hire’s
documentation and signatures, you will be notified that the ceremony is complete.

Both the new hire and the Initiator receive e-mail notifications that the In-Person Witness
Ceremony is complete.
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